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Anonymized Data Upload Instructions forAnonymized Data Upload Instructions for
Hosted PoCHosted PoC

This article describes how to prepare for a Metric Insights Hosted PoC if you also use Qlik
Sense.

What to Expect in our Proof of Concept (PoC)

1. Prepare the Qlik Sense Q1. Prepare the Qlik Sense QVF fileVF file

Export the application QVF file:

1. Go to management console https://<servername>/qmc/
2. Select AppsApps in the menu on the left
3. Select app and more actions, export

If your application has Section Access in the data load script, duplicate your application and
remove or comment out the Section Access code before exporting.

2. Upload the Q2. Upload the QVW to Metric InsightsVW to Metric Insights

1. Go to: ftp bob.metricinsights.com

2. Provide the username and password you've been supplied with

3. Open the "upload" directory. This is the only directory you’re allowed to upload to on the ftp
site:

cd upload

4. Change the working directory:

lcd /local/directory

5. Store a file by executing this command:

put local_file

On the receiving end, files go here: /var/ftp/demo/upload/
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[OPTION 1] Command line (Mac T[OPTION 1] Command line (Mac Terminal, Windows PuTTY)erminal, Windows PuTTY)

1. Go to: ftp bob.metricinsights.com

2. Provide the username and password you've been supplied with

3. Open the "upload" directory. This is the only directory you’re allowed to upload to on the ftp
site:

cd upload

4. Change the working directory:

lcd /local/directory

5. Store a file by executing this command:

put local_file

On the receiving end, files go here: /var/ftp/demo/upload/

[OPTION 2] Filezilla[OPTION 2] Filezilla

1. Download Filezilla from https://filezilla-project.org/

2. Unzip the download file

MacOS NOTE:MacOS NOTE: You might need to change your security settings at Apple menu > SystemApple menu > System
Preferences > Security & Privacy > General tabPreferences > Security & Privacy > General tab in order to "Allow applications downloaded
from: anywhere" (see screen below)
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3. Start the Filezilla application.

4. Enter the following values at the top of the screen:

• HostHost: bob.metricinsights.com
• Provide the usernameusername and passwordpassword you've been supplied with
• PortPort: 21 (or leave blank)

5. Сlick QuickconnectQuickconnect at the top right corner of the screen (see screen below)

6. Once the connection is established, you should see a directory tree on the right-hand side
that includes the 'upload' directory. Double-click it to open it. Then just drag your file from the
left-hand side to the upload directory
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OPTION 3 - DropboxOPTION 3 - Dropbox

We can also share a Dropbox folder for you to upload the QVW file.
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Prerequisites to connecting to Qlik Sense serverPrerequisites to connecting to Qlik Sense server

In order to connect to and authenticate against the Qlik Sense (QS) server, several
requirements must be satisfied. For Qlik Sense, Metric Insights accesses the Qlik Sense
server via the same ports and protocol that your users access Qlik Sense via web browser -
port 80 (http), 443 (https). In addition, Metric Insights accesses Qlik Sense server via port
4747 for communication via Qlik Sense WebSocket API, and port 4244 for NTLM
authentication.

This article describes the process of fulfilling these requirements:

1. Creating a Qlik Sense client certificate
2. Installing Java
3. Installing a Remote Data Collector on the QS server
4. Installing PhantomJS [2.0] on the QS server
5. Configuring the Qlik Sense certificate on the Windows machine
6. Creating a qliksense.conf file

1. Create a Qlik Sense certificate (on QS server in QMC)1. Create a Qlik Sense certificate (on QS server in QMC)

Metric Insights uses a client certificate for authentication with the Qlik Sense server.
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Instructions:

Go to your Qlik Sense serverQlik Sense server and sign into the QMCQMC.

In the QMC, go to the CertificatesCertificates page and fill in the following fields:

1. Add machine nameAdd machine name button
2. Machine nameMachine name - The value is not important and can be any non-empty string.
3. Certificate passwordCertificate password (Required). Important: Remember this value because you will need to

enter it in Step #4 below.
4. Export file formatExport file format - Must be “Windows format." Note for Qlik Sense 1.1 you are not given this

option
5. Note the location that Qlik Sense will create the certificate (e.g., C:\ProgramData\Qlik\Sense\

Repository\Exported Certificates)
6. Export certificatesExport certificates button

Qlik Sense then creates the following certificate files: client.pfxclient.pfx, root.cerroot.cer, server.pfxserver.pfx in the folder
(e.g., in C:\ProgramData\Qlik\Sense\Repository\Exported Certificates\<Machine name>\)

Note: Instructions for exporting a Qlik Sense certificate can also be found in the following Qlik
Sense help article: https://help.qlik.com/sense/2.0/en-US/online/#../Subsystems/
ManagementConsole/Content/export-certificates.htm )

2. Install Java on the machine2. Install Java on the machine

Follow this link to download and install Java.

3. Install a Remote Data Collector3. Install a Remote Data Collector

A Remote Data Collector must be used to avoid certain Qlik Sense specific issues, such as:

• Getting an 'All Users have used their Tokens' error when working with the QlikSense plugin

For step-by-step instructions refer to: Configure a Remote Data Collector

4. Install Phantom JS [2.0] on the QS server4. Install Phantom JS [2.0] on the QS server

Download PhantomJS here (download version 2.0 for Windows only)

Once downloaded, follow the steps below to install PhantomJS on Windows:

1. Right click on the downloaded phantomJs zip file to Extract AllExtract All
2. Copy phantomjs.exe located in the phantomjs-2.0.0-windows\bin directory
3. Create the following directory on C:\ drive: C:\PhantomJs\bin\phantomjs
4. Paste phantomjs.exe in the new directory
5. Copy the path of the new phantomjs directory (C:\PhantomJs\bin\phantomjs)
6. Right click My ComputerMy Computer and select PropertiesProperties
7. Select Advanced system settingsAdvanced system settings
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8. Click the Environment VariablesEnvironment Variables button
9. Under the System VariablesSystem Variables section, find the PathPath variable

10. Click the EditEdit button
11. At the end of the existing Path, add a semicolon (;)(;) then add the path to C:\PhantomJs\bin\

phantomjs
12. Click OKOK
13. Run a quick test

Now, let’s confirm that PhantomJs is configured properly for Windows

1. Open up Notepad and enter the following:

var page =require('webpage').create();var url ='http://www.metricinsights.com/';page.
open(url,function(status){console.log(status);phantom.exit();});

2. Save as phantomjsTest.js to your local C: drive
3. Open a Windows Command Prompt, go to the directory where you saved phantomjsTest.js,

then enter: phantomjs phantomjsTest.js
4. You should see a status of successsuccess

5. Configure Qlik Sense certificate on your Windows machine5. Configure Qlik Sense certificate on your Windows machine

Continuing from the creation of the Qlik Sense certificate in Step #1, copy the certificates to the
directories specified below for use by the Remote Data Collector. Note, if Qlik Sense is deployed
on a cluster, copy the certificate files over to the machine where the Remote Data Collector is
installed:

1. Copy client.pfxclient.pfx from the Qlik Sense server to C:\PhantomJs\bin\phantomjs
2. Copy root.cerroot.cer from the Qlik Sense server to C:\Program Files (x86)\Metric Insights
3. Open a WindowsWindows Command PromptCommand Prompt, then run the keytool.exe as shown below then see step

#4 for the passord:

C:\Program Files (x86)\Java\jre1.8.0_111\bin\keytool.exe" -keystore "C:\Program Files
(x86)\Java\jre1.8.0_111\lib\security\cacerts" -importcert -alias qsnew10 -file
"C:\Program Files (x86)\Metric Insights\root.cer

Command Component Description

C:\Program Files (x86)\Java\jre1.8.0_111\bin\

keytool.exe
path to the keytool script

keystore "C:\Program Files (x86)\Java\

jre1.8.0_111\lib\security\cacerts"
path to the keystore location

importcert
Reads the certificate from the file root.cer, and stores it in the

keystore entry identified by alias.
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file "C:\Program Files (x86)\Metric Insights\

root.cer"
path to the Client Certificate "root.cer" location

4. Enter keystore password: changeitchangeit

5. File server.pfxserver.pfx is not needed.

6. In file C:\Program Files (x86)\Metric Insights\Insightd\plugins\qliksense.conf update the
client_key_passclient_key_pass value with the Certificate passwordCertificate password value you entered when creating the
certificate. Important: This is the value you specified in the Qlik Sense QMC in Step #1.

6. Create qliksense.conf if it does not already exist.6. Create qliksense.conf if it does not already exist.

1. In C:\Program Files (x86)\Metric Insights\Insightd\plugins create a
qliksense.confqliksense.conf configuration file

2. Enter the following three parameters and provide values for them:

• client_key_pathclient_key_path: specify a path to the client.pfxclient.pfx certificate file. The certificate contains the
public key. Identification with certificates involves a cryptographic operation to show, that
you are in the possession of the secret private key matching the public key in the (public)
certificate. This private key is contained in the .pfx file.

• client_key_passclient_key_pass: define a password to client.pfxclient.pfx
• path_to_phantom_jspath_to_phantom_js: specify a path to PhantomJS

Example:

client_key_path=C:\PhantomJs\bin\phantomjs\client.pfx
client_key_pass=cert-password
path_to_phantom_js=C:\PhantomJs\bin\phantomjs\phantomjs.exe

Metric Insights should now be configured to use the Qlik Sense certificate you created.

Optional commands for managing Qlik Sense certificate inOptional commands for managing Qlik Sense certificate in
Metric InsightsMetric Insights

NOTE:NOTE: if you want to delete keytool aliases created in step 3 above, then use the following
commands:

List alias for root.cer in keytool:

"C:\Program Files (x86)\Java\jre1.8.0_111\bin\keytool.exe" -list -keystore "C:\Program
Files (x86)\Java\jre1.8.0_111\lib\security\cacerts"

Enter keystore password: changeitchangeit

Delete alias for root.cer in keytool:
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"C:\Program Files (x86)\Java\jre1.8.0_111\bin\keytool.exe" -delete -alias qsnew10 -
keystore "C:\Program Files (x86)\Java\jre1.8.0_111\lib\security\cacerts"

Enter keystore password: changeitchangeit

 Next: Collecting data.Next: Collecting data. Once setup, pulling data from Qlik Sense is easy. You configure
data connection in Metric Insights, then begin collecting data.
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Create a Qlik Sense Configuration FileCreate a Qlik Sense Configuration File

Qlik Sense Configuration File is used by the system to:

• Find path to client.pfxclient.pfx certificate file (for more details on a certificate refer to Setup a
Client Certificate for authenticating with Qlik Sense )

• Stores a password to certificate
• Find a path to PhantomJS utility which is used to collect images

1. Create a file1. Create a file

In /datacollector/plugins//datacollector/plugins/ directory create a configuration file using the following command:

touch qliksense.conf

2. Open the file using an2. Open the file using any editor of your choicey editor of your choice

3. Define the following par3. Define the following parametersameters

Insert these 3 parameters and provide values for them:

• client_key_pathclient_key_path: specify a path to the client.pfxclient.pfx certificate file. The certificate contains the
public key. Identification with certificates involves a cryptographic operation to show, that
you are in the possession of the secret private key matching the public key in the (public)
certificate. This private key is contained in the .pfx file.

• client_key_passclient_key_pass: define a password to client.pfxclient.pfx
• path_to_phantom_jspath_to_phantom_js: specify a path to PhantomJS

Example:

client_key_path=/local/phantomjs/
client_key_pass=password
path_to_phantom_js=/local/phantomjs/phantomjs

SaveSave your entries.
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4. Give access permissions to the 'qliksense.conf4. Give access permissions to the 'qliksense.conf' file b' file byy
issuing this commandissuing this command

chmod 777 qliksense.conf
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Establish Connectivity to Qlik SenseEstablish Connectivity to Qlik Sense

This article describes the process of creating plug-in Data Source to connect to Qlik Sense.
This Data Source will allow data from existing Qlik Sense objects to be used in building
elements using Metric Insights tools.

PREREQUISITES:PREREQUISITES:

• Enable the following ports: 4242, 4243, 4244, 4747
• For other step-by-step instructions, please see the article Prerequisites to connecting toPrerequisites to connecting to

Qlik Sense serverQlik Sense server

The following article covers:The following article covers:

• Required Qlik Sense Parameters
• Optional Qlik Sense Parameters
• Advanced Configurations

1. A1. Access Access Admin > Data Sourcesdmin > Data Sources

At the bottom of the screen click [+New Data Source].[+New Data Source].
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2. Select "Other" Data Source Type and choose "Qlik Sense"2. Select "Other" Data Source Type and choose "Qlik Sense"
from the drop-downfrom the drop-down

Move to the Next step.Next step.
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3. Provide Required Qlik Sense Par3. Provide Required Qlik Sense Parametersameters

1. Data Source NameData Source Name will default but may be modified

2. Define what type of protocol is used to connect to your Qlik Sense server:

• http://http://
• https://https:// (for the secure connection protocol see Qlik Sense Site)

3. Input Click through serverClick through server aka the URL to use for creating UI links back to your Qlik Sense
server. For example:

https://qliksense-test.metricinsights.com

NOTENOTE: This is the same URL that you see when accessing Qlik Sense via your web browser.

4. Enter the Qlik Sense serverserver with WebSocket protocol and port number included. Prefix the
server with 'wss://' for Secure WebSocket protocol connection, 'ws://' otherwise. Use port
4747 for the default WebSocket port used by Qlik Sense. For example:

wss://qliksense-test.metricinsights.com:4747

The serverserver value is nearly the same as the click through serverclick through server value. Just replace the 'http(s)'
scheme protocol in the click through serverclick through server parameter with 'ws(s)' and add ':4747' port at the
end.

5. Enter UsernameUsername
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4. Secure Connection Proxies (on Qlik Sense server)4. Secure Connection Proxies (on Qlik Sense server)

If your Qlik Sense uses a secure connection, provide a certificatecertificate by going to your Qlik Sense
server and logging onto the QMC (http://your-qliksense-server/qmc/virtualproxies).

Secure Connection Virtual ProxySecure Connection Virtual Proxy

To provide additional websites with access to Qlik Sense server, list them at the Host white listHost white list
at Virtual Proxy > Profile > Properties > Advanced tab.
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Increase session timeout for the Proxy siteIncrease session timeout for the Proxy site

Navigate to your Proxy on the QMC.

Increase the session timeoutIncrease the session timeout

Increase the Session inactivity timeout (minutes) to 1440. This will allow Metric Insights to
complete any job requests (e.g., get data from some report) without Qlik Sense prematurely
ending the session.

5. Optional Qlik Sense Par5. Optional Qlik Sense Parametersameters
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Qlik

Sense

Parameter

Variable Name Description

1

Objects

Filter By

ID

obj_id_filter

Enter IDs of objects to narrow the list of QlikSense documents (comma-

separated) after download documents. Wild card (*) is allowed. (e.g., *SH-2*,

*SH-3*)

2

Objects

Filter By

Name

obj_name_filter

Enter names of objects to narrow the list of QlikSense documents (comma-

separated) after download documents. Wild card (*) is allowed. (e.g., Social

Media*, demo*)

3
User

domain
user_domain Enter User domain, that is, the domain group for your username.

NOTE:NOTE: You can also configure the behavior of Qlik Sense plugin by using other parameters
listed here in qlik.conf.

6. A6. Advanced Configurdvanced Configurationsations

1. Set Use Remote Data CollectorUse Remote Data Collector to yes in order to bridge the link between MI and the QS
server. Then select the Remote Data Collector created when following the Prerequisites toPrerequisites to
connecting to Qlik Sense serverconnecting to Qlik Sense server article.

2. External Reports fetch methodExternal Reports fetch method: This setting influences options available in the Qlik Sense
Report List tab:
• automaticallyautomatically: just click Refresh list and all Reports are going to be fetched by the system
• manuallymanually: Reports may be added one-by-one or via CSV file
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3. Optionally, specify the maximum number of concurrent Threads per Trigger executionThreads per Trigger execution to be
used in background processing when the system updates Metrics and Reports for this Data
Source. If you do not specify any value for this setting, batch data collection processing will
be single-threaded.

7. Other settings7. Other settings

1. You can create elements or Datasets directly from the respective tabs
2. Click PermissionsPermissions to assign them to Groups or Power Users
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How to Collect Data using Qlik SenseHow to Collect Data using Qlik Sense

This article will show you how to create an Element using a Qlik Sense plug-in as a Data
Source. It assumes that you have already established connectivity to your Qlik Sense server.

1. A1. Access New > Metricccess New > Metric

Provide the basic information required for creating a new metric:

1. Define this Metric's MeasureMeasure. If you do not see the measure that you want to use, you can
create one directly from the bottom of this drop-down list

2. Select the Measurement IntervalMeasurement Interval that applies to your element
3. Give the element a unique NameName
4. Optionally, assign a CategoryCategory.
5. Click Next: define detailsNext: define details to proceed with defining Data Collection details

NOTE:NOTE: To create a dimensioned Metric, you first need to create a Dimension sourced from the
same data source.
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2. Full Editor displa2. Full Editor displays the Data Collection tabys the Data Collection tab

1. Select the Qlik SenseQlik Sense plugin serving as a Data SourceData Source for this Metric
2. Set the Data Collection TriggerData Collection Trigger which is going to initiate updating information in this Metric
3. Select a Qlik Sense ObjectObject that should become a basis for this particular Metric
4. Input Plugin CommandPlugin Command manually (you may reference a table with parameters below) or use

a Visual EditorVisual Editor
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2.1. Example using the Visual Editor2.1. Example using the Visual Editor

The Qlik Sense Query Builder is called by Visual Editor link

1. Select FieldsFields and set ExpressionsExpressions
2. You can pre-filter the information before fetching it into Metric Insights. To do so, add Filters

in the Query Builder
3. Optionally you can add 'ascending' and 'descending' SortingSorting to the field values

SaveSave your settings. Command validation will start automatically.

Plugin CommandsPlugin Commands

The query must include the columns, listed in the hint box to the right of the Plug-in commandPlug-in command
field:

1. Optional. Metric Insights dimension (for dimensioned Metrics and Reports only);
2. measurement datetime
3. measurement value.

Command Description Values Example

fields

(dimensions)

'Fields' store the data that is used by Qlik Sense

and can be compared to columns in a database

table, containing one or more values. Qlik Sense

fields =

Channel, Year
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divides data in two major types: dimensions and

measures. (NOTE: Make sure not to confuse

dimensions in Qlik Sense and Metric Insights

Dimensions created for Reports and Metrics.)

Dimensions in Qlik Sense are descriptive

attributes (typically textual fields or discrete

numbers), while measures are the fields that can

be measured, aggregated, or used for

mathematical operations. Dimension fields are

usually used for row or column headings.

Month, Total

Gross Profit

aggregates It is often required to look at numerical data

(which is referred to in Qlik Sense as Measures)

in an aggregated form (via mathematical

functions, such as summation, average, etc.)

Aggregation functions perform a calculation on a

set of values and return a single value. For

example, if you have 3,000 sales transactions

from 50 products in your data source, you might

want to view the sum of sales for each product, so

that you can decide which products have the

highest revenue.

sum(field), avg(field),

count(field), count(*),

min(field), max(field)

aggregates =

sum(profit),

min(salary)

filter Using the 'filter' command you can exclude certain

values or a range of values for a field. Several

filering conditions can be combined by 'OR',

'AND'. NOTE: This filtering is performed by Metric

Insights.

Each filtering condition

consists of 3 values: field,

corporate operator ( <, >,

=< <=, etc.), value

(numeric, date or

':last_measurement_time')

filter = Year

Month ==

'2016-04-11'

AND Avg

Sales Per Day

> 1000000

external filter Filtering may be also performed externally by Qlik

Sense.

Qlik Sense handles

external filters in the

following format:

/state/analysis/

select/(field)/(value)

/state/analysis/

select/Product/

Wine

sort You can specify whether you want your field

values to be sorted in the ascending or

descenting order.

ASC, DESC sort = Name

ASC

var This command allows creating a new custom field

that can be used in all commands listed above.

var

mon_salary =

salary / 12

fields = Name,

mon_salary
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3. Collect Data for the Metric3. Collect Data for the Metric

If entering plug-in command manually:

1. ValidateValidate the command. If your statement is valid, the statement box is greengreen; if there are any
errors, the box is colored in redred and errors will be explained in the field below.

2. Collect DataCollect Data
3. At the upper right corner of the screen click Enable and PublishEnable and Publish to save the element and

make it available to other users in the system
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4. [Result] Metric will be displa4. [Result] Metric will be displayed in vieweryed in viewer
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How to find the correct Filter names in QlikHow to find the correct Filter names in Qlik
Sense?Sense?

Intro

1. Log into your Qliksense instance1. Log into your Qliksense instance

2. Append 'dev-hub' to the URL for your instance2. Append 'dev-hub' to the URL for your instance

ENTERENTER to display the Development Hub application for your instance
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3. Under T3. Under Tools, select 'Single configurools, select 'Single configurator'ator'

4. Select your application from the drop-down on next screen4. Select your application from the drop-down on next screen
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Select your sheet or objectSelect your sheet or object

1. On the right panel, you open the drop-down Add dataAdd data in the the Apply selectione Apply selection section
2. Open the Select a fieldSelect a field drop-down
3. For this example, we selected ChannelChannel
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5. All of the values for this Filter are be displa5. All of the values for this Filter are be displayedyed

6. Repeat to view all Filters you will be using6. Repeat to view all Filters you will be using
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How to create an External Report from QlikHow to create an External Report from Qlik
SenseSense

This article will show you how to create an External Report that is linked to a report from
your Qlik Sense server.

1. A1. Access New > External Report > Qlik Senseccess New > External Report > Qlik Sense

1. The New External Report screen opens. Provide the following information:
2. Give your new External Report a NameName
3. Define whether you want report content to be updated manually or automatically. In case

you choose Automatic CollectionAutomatic Collection, define the following settings:
4. Define the Report Image TriggerReport Image Trigger from drop-down list
5. Select the Plugin Connection ProfilePlugin Connection Profile you have created for Microsoft PowerBI
6. Report:Report: Select a required workbook available from the selected connection profile
7. Click Next: define detailsNext: define details to proceed with Report creation.
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2. Full Editor displa2. Full Editor displays the Images and Links tabys the Images and Links tab

1. Show Report in:Show Report in: Define whether the Report should be displayed in the Metric Insights Viewer
or at an 'external web page'. NOTE:NOTE: If you chose to 'Show report in external web page', you
will not see your new report in the Metric Insights viewer when you are done with creating it.
If you want to see your new Report, you can go to the Homepage and click the tile for your
new report. Alternatively, you can reach it from Admin > Elements.

2. The External Report URLExternal Report URL will be generated automatically based on your other inputs. If you
like, you can modify the URL by appending a question mark (?) followed by any filter or
parameter settings

3. Collect ImageCollect Image:
• Always collect all instances of external reportAlways collect all instances of external report: Collect all images and cache them on a

schedule.
• On Demand: only when needed for distributionOn Demand: only when needed for distribution: Individual images are only collected

when they need to be included in an email.

4. Enable and PublishEnable and Publish
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Export data from Qlik Sense to a CSV fileExport data from Qlik Sense to a CSV file
Note:Note: the CSV loader will support the following Date formats:

Date Format Example

yyyy-MMMMM-dd HH:mm:ss 2013-August-01 01:23:45

yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss 2012-01-01 01:23:45

yyyy-MM-dd'T'HH:mm:ss 2014-03-10T01:34:26

MM-dd-yyyy 01-01-2012

yyyy-MM-dd 2012-01-01

yyyy-MM 2012-01 (but not 2012-2013)

M/d/yyyy h:m:s a 4/15/2013 1:00:00 AM

MM/dd/yyyy HH:mm:ss 01/01/2012 01:23:45

MM/dd/yyyy HH:mm 01/01/2012 01:23

MM/dd/yyyy HH 01/01/2012 01

MM/dd/yy 01/01/12

dd.MM.yyyy 31.03.2013

MMMMM d, yyyy h:mm a April 15, 2013 1:00 AM

MMMMM d, yyyy h a April 15, 2013 1 AM

MMMMM dd,yyyy January 01, 2012

dd MMM yyyy 05 Nov 2013

MMMMM, yyyy January, 2012

MMM, yyyy Jan, 2012

dd-MMM-yy 4-Jan-15

dd-MMM-yyyy 17-SEP-2013
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yyyy-MMM-dd 2012-FEB-01

yyyy-MMM 2013-DEC

EEE MMM dd HH:mm:ss z yyyy Wed Aug 21 15:50:21 UTC 2013

1. Select your Qlik Sense Dashboard containing the required1. Select your Qlik Sense Dashboard containing the required
ReportReport

In our example we can see the 'Shipments' dashboard containing different reports:

1. Choose a specific Report you want to get data from. In this example we are choosing a
'Number of shipments late vs on time' report

2. Hover over the right corner of this Report until 3 buttons are shown: Take snapshotTake snapshot,
Exploration menuExploration menu, Full screenFull screen

3. Click Exploration menuExploration menu and to open the Report Viewer
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2. Select your worksheet filters (if an2. Select your worksheet filters (if any) / apply sorting order toy) / apply sorting order to
the right of the Reportthe right of the Report

3. Right click the image and select 'Export data3. Right click the image and select 'Export data' from the menu' from the menu
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4. After the export is completed, click the download link4. After the export is completed, click the download link

5. V5. Verify that the .CSerify that the .CSV file contains correct data - example is inV file contains correct data - example is in
Excel displaExcel displayy

1. Note that the first row is a Header row
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6. Y6. You can now use the 'Build Metrics from CSou can now use the 'Build Metrics from CSV' functionV' function

1. Choose the file just downloaded
2. NOTE:NOTE: The download will be commacomma delimited if using a PC, but will be tabtab delimited if you

are using a MacOS
3. File will contain a header row
4. Select ImportImport
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Pre-filtering Qlik Sense dataPre-filtering Qlik Sense data

When sourcing data for Metrics, Reports, External Reports, Dimensions and Datasets from
the Qlik Sense objects, you can pre-filter data before collecting it top Metric Insights. This
functionality allows focusing on the exact slice of data that is required for analysis and
exclude the data that is irrelevant for you and your research.

PREREQUISITES:PREREQUISITES:

Establish Connectivity to Qlik Sense

Use Case: Sample of a Qlik Sense Dashboard (click to open)

Most of the data displayed on the Qlik Sense Objects can be filtered by the offered criteria.

On the example below, the "Gross Profit by Channel" chart has been refined by values in 3
filters:

• CountryCountry: to Australia, Canada and Germany only
• Product CategoryProduct Category: to wine
• ChannelChannel: to website visit only

If there is no need to fetch data for other filter values (other countries or channels), you can
pre-filter Qlik Sense data before collecting it to Metric Insights.
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1. Define a Source element (Object) for Data Collection in1. Define a Source element (Object) for Data Collection in
Metric InsightsMetric Insights

Start off by creating an element. Once you get to the process of Data Collection, define the
following:

1. Data Source:Data Source: This is an entity that connects Qlik Sense and Metric Insights. For more
information, see: Establish Connectivity to Qlik Sense

2. ObjectObject: Click Select ObjectSelect Object to open the pop-up with the list of available Reports.
3. Items in the Object list have 3 level hierarchy (representing the path to a respective object in

Qlik Sense). In our example the Chart we need is located at: Daily Sales application > Sales
Analys sheet > Gross Profit by Channel is a name of a Chart itself.

4. If you do not see the required item, try refreshing the list by clicking the RefreshRefresh icon at the
upper right corner of the pop-up.

5. Alternatively, rather than choosing an Object from the list in the pop-up, you can manually
add the Object reference as follows:

[Application name]&object=[Sheet name]&object=[Object name]
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2. A2. Adding Qlik Sense Filters to Metric Insightsdding Qlik Sense Filters to Metric Insights

When creating a Metric / Report / External Report fetched from Qlik Sense, after you define
the ObjectObject that should serve as a Data Source, you may pre-filter information that is going to be
fetched.

To do that, click [+ Qliksense Filter][+ Qliksense Filter]. Next, you can choose whether you are going to define
filters manually or via the existing Dimension Values. For instructions on creating a Dimension
sourced from QlikView see:

NOTE:NOTE: Examples given below are taken from the Qlik Sense Object shown at the top of the
page.
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2.1. Enter Manually2.1. Enter Manually

1. Qliksense Filter NameQliksense Filter Name: Define the name of the filter from Qlik Sense
2. Filter Values:Filter Values: choose 'Enter Manually'
3. Click [+ Add Value][+ Add Value] and in the opened pop-up manually type in the name of the filter, for

example, "wine". Be careful and make sure there are no typos or mistakes, otherwise the
system will not be able to map this filter with Qlik Sense data. SaveSave your entry. All added
values should appear in the Values list.

4. SaveSave your entries.
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2.2. Using Dimension V2.2. Using Dimension Valuesalues

If you have already used Qliksense filters to create Dimensions in Metric Insights, you can
quickly choose which Dimension Values you want to use for pre-filtering:

1. Qliksense Filter NameQliksense Filter Name: Define the name of the filter from QlikView.
2. Filter Values:Filter Values: choose 'Map to Dimension Values'.
3. Dimension:Dimension: select a corresponding Dimension from the drop-down list and all its Dimension

Values are going to be loaded to the Values list automatically. For more details refer
to: Create a Dimension with values fetched from Qlik Sense

4. SaveSave your entries.
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3. How do I add filters to a results set from Qlik Sense?3. How do I add filters to a results set from Qlik Sense?

1. Click the PencilPencil icon in the filter row to set it up.
2. When the filter is added, you can use it for "All Values", "Only Selected Values" or ignore it.
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4. Deleting Filters4. Deleting Filters

To delete some of the added filters: (1) click the FilterFilter icon in the ObjectObject field and (2) choose the
unnecessary filters. Click the TrashbinTrashbin icon in the respective row.

NOTE:NOTE: Once filters are added to Metric / Report or External Report for the first time, they are
going to be automatically added to all new respective elements with the same Data Source /
Object.
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Add Qlik Sense Visualization to a regular ReportAdd Qlik Sense Visualization to a regular Report
(Version 5.0.5)(Version 5.0.5)
This feature allows combining internal Report and External Visualization in ONE Viewer
regardless of their Data Source. For example, the internal report may be sourced from SQL or
some BI tool and Visualization is going to be sourced from Qlik Sense.

PREREQUISITESPREREQUISITES:

1. Create an External report from Qlik Sense
2. Apply filters to the external Report sourced from Qlik Sense
3. Create a Regular Report that is going to serve as a basis for embedding Visualization

EXAMPLE USE CASE (click to open)EXAMPLE USE CASE (click to open)
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1. A1. Access Report Editor > Report Content tabccess Report Editor > Report Content tab

1. Open an existing regular Report or create a new one as described in this article: Create a
Simple (Undimensioned) Report

2. Find the External VisualizationExternal Visualization section; the Include External VisualizationInclude External Visualization field is set to 'None'
by default. Select the external Report that you have created as a Prerequisite to including
Visualization to the Report. This page is dynamic, so additional fields are going to be shown
after you select an External Report from the drop-down list.

2. Map Report Columns to Qlik Sense filters applied to the2. Map Report Columns to Qlik Sense filters applied to the
External ReportExternal Report
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To learn how to add Qlik Sense filters to Metric Insights, refer to: Pre-filtering Qlik Sense data

3. Define Visualization settings3. Define Visualization settings

1. IncludeInclude:
• 'full image':: If this setting is selected, the Tableau visualization is going to be embedded

below the Report table and Charts (if any). NOTE:NOTE: Qlik Sense credentials are required to
see the embedded Visualization.

• 'links only':: values in the internal report become clickable and link to the External report
source page (in this example to the Qlik Sense site)

2. Is applicable if 'full image' is chosen in the field above. Display one Visualization for all filterDisplay one Visualization for all filter
combinationscombinations:
• checkedchecked: If this box is checked, values of the internal Report Table are going to be

clickable and by clicking on them a user will be redirect to the Qlik Sense Visualization
embedded at the bottom of the same Viewer.

• clearclear: if the data in the internal report matches data in the Qlik Sense Visualization, each
matching value is going to have its own Visualization. For example, if there are 2 Values in
the internal report matching values in Qlik Sense, there are going to be 2 Visualizations.

3. Is applicable if multiple Visualizations are enabled. Maximum number of instances to
display: You can limit the number of Visualizations shown on the page at once. If the
number of values from the internal Report matching values from Tableau Visualization is
less or equal (<=) to the number defined in this field, all of them are going to be shown in the
Viewer one after another; if the number of matching Values exceeds the number defined in
this field, Visualizations are going to be shown in the drop-down list, but will function in the
same way.

4. Enable and Publish4. Enable and Publish
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